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12 Claremont: Brief for Architectural Services 
Issued December 2021 by WRNV 
 

White Rock Neighbourhood Ventures, a social enterprise developer, is seeking 
proposals from conservation accredited architecture teams for support in the 
development of 12 Claremont, Hastings. 
 
History & Background 
Built in 1870, this five-storey building has 
architectural importance and a rich history. It 
shares a party wall with the Grade II Brassey 
Institute (Hastings Library).  The property is not 
listed itself but sits within a conservation area 
that is the focus of our community-led Heritage 
Action Zone programme, so we are looking to 
engage conservation accredited construction 
consultants who will have a sympathetic yet 
creative approach to its redevelopment. 
 
The building is located within the areas of 
Hastings Town Centre known as Trinity Triangle, 
The America Ground and White Rock, all of 
which refer to the rich history of the area.  The 
landscape is set against a cliff face and 
predominantly comprises mid-Victorian 
buildings currently used as shops, cafés, 
restaurants, pubs and accommodation.  
Described in the 19th century as 'derelict lands', 
the America Ground had been a thriving 
community of merchants and traders who had 
settled on a shingle bank that grew from the sea 
over centuries, and which was therefore un-
owned.  Outside the jurisdiction of the Town, 
the community was seen as lawless, immoral 
and fiercely independent, going so far as to 
raise the Stars and Stripes in 1827 when Crown Commissioners claimed the land for the King.  
Following the eviction of the residents the land remained derelict until 1849 when Patrick 
Robertson was granted a 99-year lease to develop the area.  Over the next five years, Robertson 
developed the area resulting in an estate that is largely one style – a fine example of a mid-
Victorian townscape. 
 
12 Claremont was built in 1869-70 by local builder Henry Miller.  The land until this point had 
mainly been used for industrial purposes, so the highly glazed fenestration of 12 Claremont was 
a striking architectural addition to the townscape.  The first tenants included the Parsons & 
Cousins Steam Printing Works, the Plymouth Brethren and the new Hastings YMCA, whose floor 
tiling and engraved windows can still be seen.  In 1885/86 the first telephone exchange was set 
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up here, bringing the first phones to Hastings.  As the print works empire of the Parsons family 
grew, interconnecting bridges and walkways were built between 12 Claremont and the 
Observer Building, which sadly no longer exist. 
 
In more recent years, the building was used as an event space in the basement, a café on the 
ground floor and artist studios on the upper floors.  The building was purchased by East Sussex 
County Council in 2012 with plans to knock-through and extend the adjoining Library.  Most of 
the internal linings of the building, including the lift and original Victorian features were 
removed before the project was abandoned.  In 2017 the Council decided to offer the building 
as a community asset transfer. 
 
Heart of Hastings CLT was the successful recipient of the community asset transfer and have 
been working with the Council to transfer ownership ever since. The lease is currently being 
finalised for signing. During this period, we have commissioned some initial structural surveys 
and made some minor interventions to protect the building from further deterioration.  Project 
Art Works have animated the shopfront window by adding a rotating exhibition of works and 
plan to occupy the ground floor in a meanwhile capacity once an initial fit-out has been 
completed. 
 
Vision 
The building is a new addition to the fleet of spaces within the Hastings Commons.  The 
Commons is a collection of organisations, buildings and ways of thinking that save buildings 
from dereliction and turn them into affordable homes and workspace in long-term community 
ownership.  Through this ecosystem we promote a variety of community, leisure and learning 
activities. 
 
Our plans are ambitious yet maintain respect to the original fabric and history of our buildings.  
We seek to enhance the neighbourhood and create life-changing opportunities for local people, 
and to ensure the building remains a community asset for decades to come. 
 
The vision has been informed through a longstanding collaborative process between White Rock 
Neighbourhood Ventures (the developer), Heart of Hastings (Community Land Trust) and 
Project Art Works (our partner and anchor tenant currently animating the ground floor).   
 
Project Art Works are a Turner Prize nominated arts collective based in Hastings who 
collaborate with people with complex support needs intersecting art and care, responding to 
neurodivergence, its gifts and impacts.  The Project Art Works team are passionate about 
restoring life to this building as the organisation was founded within its very walls whilst under 
previous ownership. It will become a ‘showcase’ of inclusion in the town centre.  
 
Careful consideration will need to be given to the building’s functionality and connectivity whilst 
providing appropriate accessibility, spatial flow, comfort, and MEP services.  The spaces will 
need to be inviting and work for a range of users - welcoming and accessible spaces are critical 
to the project’s success. 
 
As a developer, WRNV are committed to a ‘phased organic development’ approach, which has 
proved successful in our redevelopment of the neighbouring Rock House and Observer Building.  
This unique approach sometimes leads us to challenge industry norms, materials and costs, with 

https://hastingscommons.com/
https://wrnv.org.uk/
https://wrnv.org.uk/
https://heartofhastings.org.uk/
https://projectartworks.org/
https://www.rockhouse.org.uk/
https://theobserverbuilding.org.uk/
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some success, and we wish to work with professional teams who will understand and support 
this innovation. 
 
A preliminary building design was conceptualised during the early stages of this project – more 
details can be found in Appendix 1.  However, we have now decided not to progress with long-
term homes and instead to explore the potential for the building to include pod-like short-term 
stays for people (artists, researchers, activists etc) who come to learn about and contribute to 
the local community-led regeneration underway. This idea is at an early stage and would benefit 
from some intensive development work in Phase 1 (see below). As with all our projects, we 
work best by collaborating and exploring the possibilities that may not have presented 
themselves yet. 
 
The Opportunity  
We now wish to tender for a conservation accredited architectural support service to assist with 
the redevelopment of the building.  The selected team will be creative and, above all, flexible 
with a committed and experienced team to support a phased organic development.  
Responding to emerging ideas and opportunities, you will help us craft the building’s usability 
and sense of community linking it back to the Hastings Commons and wider neighbourhood.   
 
Capital funding has been allocated to the project by the Hastings Towns Deal and the Trinity 
Triangle Heritage Action Zone. The former requires a full HMT Green Book Business Case to be 
submitted early April 2022. The immediate need is therefore to support the development of this 
business case (with concept ideas, visuals, layout options etc) so the team must have capacity to 
provide this support from February and we expect all bidders to be sufficiently up to speed by 
the time of the interview to show that you could start quickly.  
 
This tender is for full architectural services for the project which we envisage will encompass the 
areas outlined below. We work with a range of funders and partners and are yet to fully 
understand all requirements of the redevelopment so this will require flexibility and a 
willingness to work collaboratively with the project team.  We need an architectural team to 
join us on this journey as we gain clarity and momentum. 
 
Architectural services 

• Prepare a design strategy for building-wide design issues and specific design 
challenges 

• Provide visualisation images for consultation, community engagement and public 
events as required 

• Support the development of the building through researched proposals, iteratively 
developed in liaison with the client team and other consultants 

• Prepare and submit planning applications as required [we expect to have a PPA in 
place with Hastings Borough Council as part of the Town Deal] 

• Develop detailed design and building regulations applications 

• Provide and adjust floor plans as required 

• Provide Principal Designer role including CDM duties and overseeing design team 
sub-contractors (e.g. M&E consultant, structural engineer) 

• Lead on the creation of a brief to procure a Quantity Surveyor (but note that we are 
currently procuring a Cost Consultant to advise on the Business Case) 

• Prepare expenditure budgets, including interim valuations where required 
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• Collaborate closely with the QS for ongoing value engineering and support the QS in 
certification of work 

• Support the tender process to select a contractor and provide Architects Instructions 
to the appointed contractor 

• Act as contract administrator throughout the duration of the project 

• Chair design team meetings and be the primary liaison between all construction 
consultants 

• Perform site inspections, variations and certifications, record and manage defects 
 
Specific design challenges 
 

1. Historical Features 
We are especially keen to restore and retain as many of the historic features as possible, whilst 
providing a useable building that meets modern building standards.  Features of note include 
the following: 

• Original timber staircase with tiled wall 

• Tiled entrance hall floor 

• Single glazed sign written windows 

• Lightwell in need of restoration 

• Timber frame construction including original flitch beams 
 

2. Lift / Stairway / Roof 
The current lift shaft and staircase are positioned to the front right of the building, which need 
careful consideration in relation to the spatial design of all floors.  We would like to explore the 
possibilities of moving the lift position and extending its reach to the top floor.  This will require 
the roof to be redesigned, but as this is currently leaking, we expect a full replacement to be 
needed anyway. 
 

3. Maintenance / Services 
Through our experience of managing other buildings, we would like this building to incorporate 
practical solutions for ongoing building maintenance such as easy and safe roof access.  We also 
suspect the current services located below ground are antiquated and will need investigating/ 
repairing during the project. 
 

4. Access 
This building is crucially positioned within the Hastings Commons due to its East and West 
access.  The front door(s) are located on Claremont and the back along The Alley, which 
connects through to the Observer Building, Rock House, Harpers Caves, The Pocket Park, Rose 
Cottage and 10 Claremont – all spaces under our care.  There is also a former doorway on the 
south of the building that links to the courtyard behind Rose Cottage – we would like this 
reinstated.  The flow of access between our spaces, as well as being accessible for wheelchair 
users, is critical in aligning with our wider vision. 
 

5. Interior design 
We see 12 Claremont as the showcase for the Commons as well as for Project Art Works. In 
particular we have ideas about how the ‘hosting spaces’ (1st and 2nd floor with high levels of 
natural light and proximity to the town and sea) might work but will expect a strong interior 
design track record within the successful team to help research and develop proposals for these 
special spaces. As a thrifty social enterprise, we do not want to be lured by beautiful but very 
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expensive options; instead we need to be impressed by how resourceful design can create great 
spaces within tight budgets.  
As with all our buildings, 12 Claremont will have a mixed group of users including those staying 
overnight, so careful consideration needs to be given to the design and compliance with 
building regulations.  We create interconnected communities that share spaces, opportunities 
and ideas so the spatial design must mirror this way of living and working. 
 

6. Structural Interventions 
Initial surveys have identified some concerns around the structural integrity of the upper levels 
flank wall due to a pronounced bowing.  Opening up works and further investigation is needed, 
but it is likely that some intervention in the form of a steel frame may be required.  A copy of 
the conservation accredited structural engineer report is included with this pack. 
 
Scale of Works: 
We have raised £2M capital for the project so far. Our initial QS cost estimate (October 2020) 
was for a total of £2.5M, which includes VAT and fees.  This will need updating for the new 
design and with inflation and rising material costs. We are currently procuring a Cost Consultant 
to advise during the Business Case development phase.  
 
Envisioned Capital Works: 
Major fit out of each floor to satisfy proposed uses still to be finalised 

• These works will include: 
- Partition walls 
- Insulation 
- Fire compartmentation 
- Provision of mechanical and electric services 
- Provision of plumbing and sanitary services 

• Full roof repairs / replacement 

• Repair or potential relocation of stairs 

• Installation of a lift which may be relocated from present position 

• Pointing/making good of brickwork 

• Window repairs/replacements including lintels and surrounding brickwork 

• Making safe of rear wall windows and doors by introducing steel barriers to former 
balcony openings 

• Repair of remaining balcony on upper floor 

• Preservation of front-facing windows and installation of thermal improving secondary 
glazing 

• Decoration works 

• Repairs to decayed timberwork throughout 

• Pavement light repairs 

• Basement works: 
- Drainage surveys/groundworks to replace waste pipes 
- Cliff stabilisation works 
- Damp proofing where necessary 

 
Timescale: 
Our timescale is dependent on a range of grant funding, each with their own timetables and 
rules. Broadly, we expect:  
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DATE Action 

Dec 2021 
Brief issued, site visits on request, queries, submit expression of 
interest (2-line email) by 31st December 2021 

21st Jan 2022 Deadline for Proposals 

w/c 31st Jan 2022 Interviews (held in Hastings) 

By 11th Feb 2022 Appointment of successful practice 

w/c 14th Feb 2022 Inception and handover of background information 

9th March 2022 Presentation to 12C Project Board 

28th or 29th March 2022 Presentation to Commons Board 

April 2022 Support the submission of the Business Case 

June 2022 Funding package available 

  
The Team: 
We are seeking an architect-led team that will work alongside other construction professionals 
as appointed by WRNV.  Once appointed, the architectural team will be asked to assist in 
selecting an MEP Consultant, Fire Consultant, Quantity Surveyor and Building Control Officer.  
We have already been seeking advice from conservation accredited Structural Engineers but we 
are yet to appoint a team to support us throughout the project. 
 
Accompanying Documents: 
You will find a document entitled “CTP Miller Conservation Structural Engineer Report” which 
will provide some context to the structural state of the building.  There is also a fee template 
entitled “WRNV Fee Proposal Template Dec 2021” which you should complete and return with 
your proposal.  A selection of building images are included in Appendix 1 below. 
 
Proposal - Please provide (no more than 20 pages): 

• A profile of your practice and up to 3 relevant projects 

• The proposed team and experience, being very clear who we would be working with 
day-to-day and who would take overall responsibility for the contract.  

• An indication of your fees and fee structure using the attached template 

• Proposed approach to the work – in particular, we are interested in the following: 

• Ability to see and translate our vision into design solutions for the building 

• Attitude to thrift and our phased development approach 

• Collaborating with local parties/stakeholders/partners 

• Creating a thriving and inclusive neighbourhood within a building  

• Understanding the position and role of the building within the Hastings Commons 
 
Please send your proposal to: 
Kit Godfrey: kit@wrnv.org.uk by 5pm on 21st Jan 2022. 
 
 
  

mailto:kit@wrnv.org.uk
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APPENDIX 1 – PROPOSED USES & IMAGES 
 
Our initial design exercise culminated in June 2018 with the proposal outlined in the first table.   
 

Floor Proposed Usage m² 

Basement Event/hireable space - yoga, social, classes etc. 134.9 

Ground Gallery and workshop space (Project Art Works) 116.5 

First Two 'fused living' flats 131.1 

Second Two 'fused living' flats 137.4 

Third Open plan artists' studios 148.9 

 
More recently, we have shifted to a different set of uses shown in the table below. Please use 
this as a guide but do not let it be too prescriptive of your approach.  
 

Floor Proposed Usage m² 

Basement Plant, accessible toilet/adult changing space, storage 134.9 

Ground Gallery and workshop space (Project Art Works) 116.5 

First Hosting base – kitchen and hang-out/project space 131.1 

Second 
Hosting base – multiple pod bed/desk spaces plus 
showers/toilets 

137.4 

Third Open plan artists' studios 148.9 
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BASEMENT 
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GROUND FLOOR 
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FIRST FLOOR 
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SECOND FLOOR 
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THIRD FLOOR 


